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Getting started in CDW

In Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW), you can deploy and administer cloud data warehousing. You can move
workloads to the cloud securely and manage user access to warehouse data, or just parts of the data, through Apache
Ranger fine-grained control. You learn how to get started in CDW.

As CDW administrator, you need privileges to access a CDP environment. As a CDW user, you need privileges to
access warehouse data as described in the subtopic listed below. If you have permission to access an environment,
you can create a Database Catalog, and then a Virtual Warehouse:

• A Hive Virtual Warehouse for Hive users
• An Impala Virtual Warehouse for Impala users
• Unified Analytics-enabled Virtual Warehouse.

Unified Analytics offers Hive/Impala-equivalent SQL syntax for many SQL queries, plus optimizations and
enhancements.

You provide users with the URL of your Virtual Warehouse, and they can access the data you authorize using tools
you download from Guides and More. Guides and More is on the Cloudera Data Warehouse Overview, shown below.
To navigate to Overview, log into Cloudera Data Platform, and click Data Warehouse:

At the top of the overview, you can click links to this documentation or to CDP Patterns. Click Management Console
to leave CDW to manage environments, users, and CDP services.

Guides and More links to CDW release notes, Cloudera Support web site, and the Community forum. From Guides
and More, you can install or download the following software or drivers:

• CDP CLI

Install a tool to help you manage your Service Manager-managed cluster instances. The CLI can be used for
automating cluster creation and termination.

• JDBC Jar

Download the Hive JDBC driver for clients to connect to a Virtual Warehouse.
• Beeline CLI

Download the Beeline CLI tarball for clients to install and connect to a Virtual Warehouse.
• Workload Insights

Download this software for getting recommendations for creating materialized views.
• JDBC/ODBC Driver

Download the Impala JDBC/ODBC driver for clients to connect to a Virtual Warehouse.
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• Unified Analyics JDBC Driver

Download a JDBC driver for clients to connect to a Unified Analytics Virtual Warehouse.

Prerequisites
To get started in Cloudera Data Warehouse, your data must conform to supported compression codecs, and you must
obtain CDP resource roles to grant users access to a public cloud environment. Users can then get started on CDW
tasks, such as activating the environment from Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service.

Unsupported compression

CDW does not support LZO compression due to licensing of the LZO library. You cannot query tables having LZO
compression in Virtual Warehouses, which use CDW Impala or Hive LLAP engines.

CDP resource roles

Required role: PowerUser

The following CDP resource roles are associated with the CDW service. A CDP PowerUser must assign these
roles to users who require access to the Database Catalogs and Virtual Warehouses that are associated with specific
environments. After granting these roles to users and groups, they then have Single Sign-On (SSO) access to the Data
Catalogs and Virtual Warehouses that are associated with the environment.

• DWAdmin This role enables users or groups to grant a CDP user or group the ability to activate, terminate,
launch, stop, or update services in Database Catalogs and Virtual Warehouses.

• DWUser This role enables users or groups to view and use CDW clusters (Virtual Warehouses) that are associated
with specific environments.

Granting CDP users and groups access to Cloudera Data Warehouse
service

You assign the DWAdmin and DWUser roles to users and groups who must use or manage Database Catalogs and
Virtual Warehouses in Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW) service on public cloud environments.

About this task

Required role: PowerUser

To give CDP users access to the CDW service, you grant the DWAdmin or the DWUser resource roles to users on
environments. You are granting permission to the environments that are used to create Database Catalogs and Virtual
Warehouses, and not directly to CDW service.

To give CDP groups access to the CDW service, you create the group in the User Management module of the
Management Console. See the Management Console documentation for details. Then you follow the instructions in
this task to grant the group access to an environment. Similar to granting users access to the CDW service, you grant
permission to the group to access the environments that are used to create Database Catalogs and Virtual Warehouses,
not directly to CDW service.

Important:  When you grant access to groups, you must grant the DWAdmin resource role to the group
instead of the DWUser role.

Procedure

1. Log in to the CDP web UI using your corporate credentials or other credentials that your administrator gave to
you.

2. In the left navigation menu, click Environments.
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3. Search for the environment you want to grant access to, and then click the environment name.

4. In the environment's Clusters page, click the Actions drop-down menu on the right, and select Manage Access.

5. In the Access page, in the Select group or user text box, type the name of the user or group you want to add, and
then click that user or group's name.

6. In Update Resource Roles for…, select the DWAdmin or DWUser or both roles, and then click Update Roles.
You should receive a success message.

7. Click the environment name at the top of the page to navigate back to the Clusters page.

8. In the Clusters page, click Actions, and select Synchronize Users to FreeIPA.

Depending on how many users have access to the environment, this synchronization process can take a few
seconds or a few minutes.

Results
The users and groups you have granted the DWAdmin or DWUser resource roles to can now use CDW service with
the environment.

Creating a Database Catalog
You learn how to set up the Database Catalog from the Data Warehouse UI.

About this task

The following procedure shows you steps to follow to activate your environment from CDW and get the benefits of
using a CDW Data Lake.

Procedure

1. Assuming you just registered an environment, navigate from Environments to Cloudera Data Warehouse
Overview.

2.
Click Activate  to activate the environment for CDW.

3. In the Data Warehouse service, in Create, click  See More New Database Catalog .

4.
Click Activate  to activate the environment for CDW.

5. In the Data Warehouse service, in Create, click  See More New Database Catalog .

6. In Name, specify a Database Catalog name.

7. In Environments, select the name of your environment.

If you do not see the environment you want in the drop-down list, you might need to activate the environment.
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8. In Database Catalog Image Version, select the version of the Cloudera Data Warehouse you want to use, or accept
the default version at the top of the dropdown list.

9. Skip tenant storage role unless you use managed storage access, and then optionally turn on Load Demo Data to
use sample airline data in Hue.

For more information about managed storage access, see managed storage warehouse for AWS or for Azure.

10. Click Create to create the new Database Catalog.
The tile appears for your Database Catalog.

Creating your first Virtual Warehouse
After meeting prerequisites, you learn how to activate the environment from Cloudera Data Warehouse (CDW). You
then follow a procedure to add a new Database Catalog and create a Virtual Warehouse.

Before you begin

Before you can create a Virtual Warehouse in CDW service, you must have completed the following tasks:

• Register an environment with Management Console. This sets up your Data Lake. Depending on which cloud
platform you are using, see Register an AWS environment or Register an Azure environment.

• Grant the DWAdmin role to the user or group that needs to create a Virtual Warehouse. This user or group
determines which environment and Data Lake your Virtual Warehouse uses. See Granting CDP users access to
Cloudera Data Warehouse service.

Procedure

1.
Activate  the environment that uses the Data Lake. See Activating AWS environments or Activating Azure
environments.

2. Create a Database Catalog. See Creating a Database Catalog.

3. Add a new Virtual Warehouse. See Adding a new Virtual Warehouse.

Results
You can start executing workloads in the new Virtual Warehouse.
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Related Information
Querying data

Modifying the size of a Virtual Warehouse

Auto-scaling Virtual Warehouses

AWS environment checklist

Azure environment checklist
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